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••••••was unable to attend any of the recent public hearings held in advance of the upcoming
negotiated rulemaking sessions. I respectfully submit the attached written testimony regarding Title IV of HEOA on
behalf of president, Association of American Colleges and Universities.

I have also faxed a copy of the attached document to Wendy Macias as instructed.
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Wendy Macias
U.S. Department of Education
1990 KStreet, NW
Room 8017
Washington, DC 20006

Dear Ms. Macias,

I am pleased to submit the attached written testimony related to the upcoming proposed
negotiated rulemaking to prepare new regulations under Title IV of the Higher Education
Opportunity Act.

Please feel fr ee to contact me jf you have any questions about the attached test imony.

Sincerely,

Encs.
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Written Testimony on Njfotlated Rulemaking for HEOATitle IV
Submitted by , Association of American Colleges and Universities

I am pleased to offer the following testimony in support of the Department of Education's announced
negotiated rulemaklng on Title IV of the Higher EducatIon Opportunity Act. My remarks are informed by
our extensive work on the quality of student learning with the Association of American Colleges and
Universities' (AAC&U's) 1200 member colleges and universities. AAC&U's members are half public, half
private, and represent the full spectrum of American higher education, two-year, four-year, research
universities, and many state systems.

It is heartening to see that Secretary Duncan and his colleagues are moving quickly and aggressively to
implement the provisions of the HEOA and leverage departmental resources to increase access for more
students to the advantages provided by an excellent college education. My remarks below focus on
how we can build the capacity of our system of education-elementary, secondary and postsecondary
not just to accelerate college enrollment and completion, but to ensure that every student graduates
from high school ready for success at college-level work and that every college student earns a
postsecondary credential that will have lasting value.

Research sponsored by AAC&U, as part of its initiative, Liberal Education and America's Promise (LEAP) :
Excellence for Everyone as a Nation Goes to College, underscores the direct connection between
America's future prosperity and raising the levels of achievement for all students. This is why the
department's increased focus on college students' persIstence and completion Is so important. Our
conception of persistence and completion needs, however, to be expanded to focus directly on the
capabilities that students work to develop through their combined school and college studies. Our
definition of successful educational "completion," in other words, should encompass students'
achievement of essential learning outcomes at each level of education. Completion defined In terms of
courses and credit hours alone will leave many college students seriously underprepared.

AAC&U's research shows that more than 70 percent of employers want our colleges and universities to
place more emphasis on high-levels of achievement in the following specific areas: science and
technology, teamwork skills in diverse settings, complex written and oral communication skills, critical
and analytic reasoning, global and intercultural knowledge, information literacy and applied knowledge
in real-world settings (see attached). New research from the Georgetown Center on Education and the
Workforce confirms with robust economic data the direct connection between these higher level skills
and knowledge and career success. These capabil ities or learning outcomes are needed for the jobs of
the future; they are the forms of learn ing that are rewarded in the marketplace. These learning
outcomes also contribute directly to Americans' readiness to participate in our democracy as active and
knowledgeable cit izens.

The implication of these data, however, is that graduating more students from college is important, but
insufficient as a national goal for postsecondary learning and achievement. The skills and knowledge
graduates gain from both high school and college must be robust enough and flexible enough for
graduates to thrive in a competitive global environment or those increased numbers of degrees won't
actually fuel our economic recovery and our long-term economic and societal vitality. As Georgetown
labor economist and director of the Center on Education and the Workforce, Anthony Carnevale has put
it, "what matters to career success is students' development of a broad set of cross-cutting capacities."
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As employers attest, all students today need this broader set of skills and abilities to thrive in an
environment characterized most of all by the need for innovation, complex and often intercultural
communication, and sophisticated problem-solving. These capabilities, moreover, are best developed
through engagement with rigorous content, challenging assignments, active learning, and exploration of
real-world issues in all their complexity. Traditionally, we have provided this kind of engaged and
empowering liberal education only to a small part of our college population. Today, AAC&U's research
shows, many colleges and universities seek to provide this kind of education-with a clear emphasis on
active learning and real-world problems-to all their students, including students who, traditionally have
been guided to narrower forms of postsecondary study.

Institutions of higher education-public, private, two-year, four-year-all across the country are re
focusing the attention of their faculty and their students to achieve the kinds of learnIng outcomes
described above and on the attached charts. Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis, for
instance, now organizes all its advising around a plan of action to ensure that every student achieves the
full spectrum of learning outcomes he or she needs. A very different college, Miami-Dade College,
brought together faculty, students, and academic leaders to sign a covenant of engagement with ten
learning outcomes, including the ability to "communicate effect ively" and to "solve problems using
critical and creating thinking and scientific reasoning." Systematic assessment-anchored in students'
work on problem-based "scenarios" -probes students' gains in expected outcomes and areas of needed
change. Private institutions that serve significant numbers of first generation and Pell-eligible students
also are making vigorous efforts to engage their students in challenging projects that help them develop
the skills and breadth of knowledge they need for career opportunity and success.

This trend is far-reaching. In fact, a recent survey of AAC&U members showed that nearly 80 percent
now have a common set of learning goals for all their students . Typically these goals address the
knowledge outcomes and capabilities that employers seek (see attached chart) .

Naming one's goals for student learning, of course, is but the first step. Any support that the
department of education can provide to institutions to develop their capacities both to advance and
assess these outcomes will help accelerate this very positive trend toward making excellence inclusive.

College Preparation: High Standards, More Academic and Social Support, and Clear Expectations

While there is significant progress in reorganizing college learning to serve 21'1 century societal and
economic needs, students need to come to college with far higher levels of achievement and greater
understanding of what really matters in college-these essential learning outcomes-than is currently
the case. As is clearly recognized in the HEOA, the first step is for all students to take a rigorous
curriculum in high school. However, we must define a "rigorous high school curriculum" and what
college readiness really means more precisely and more holistically. The current focus on the fields of
mathematics, English, and science is important, but far from enough. In a global century, Americans
also need much' higher levels of global, historical, language, and cross-cultural learning. College and high
school leaders need to work together to create more definitive and consistent entry assessments
designed to ensure that students graduating from high school have the baseline skills and abilities to
move to higher levels of achievement in all the essential learning outcomes that have now become
priorities both for employers and for higher education.

Support for student success needs to be comprehensive, including, for instance, a robust first -year
college program to encourage engagement with learning and a connection to faculty, staH, and students
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at the institution. Advisement, supported by online tools and personal contact; collaboratlve forms of
learning; and courses that develop both essential skills and "college navigation" skills are essential
components to such programs. Many of the same approaches apply to high school students as well,
with an added emphasis on parental and peer support and access to the college environment. And all
these programs depend most of allan trained and committed faculty and staff and learning
environments that allow for enough of these individuals to ensure that every student gets the attention
she or he deserves.

College preparation and orientation efforts also must address a significant communications gap
between what really does matter in college learning today and what students understand about the
importance of education for success in todav's world. While progress is being made in increasing high
school standards and providing a more rigorous high school curriculum to more students, too few
students understand that the learning outcomes described above are what really matter for success in
college and in life after graduation. In our recent survey of our 1200 college and university members, of
those nearly 80 percent that have adopted a broad set of stated learning outcomes for all their
undergraduate students, only about 5 percent reported that all or most of their students actually
understand those intended learning outcomes. Focus groups we conducted with high school students
also showed that these students had ~ dangerously narrow understanding of what they need to learn in
college. Todav's students lack substantive information about the most Important outcomes of college
and about the kinds of assignments and preparation they need to be ready to succeed in college.

The Department, then, is in a position to powerfully influence how students {Ire prepared for college
and how they make their way through college toward graduation. Simplifying the financial aid
process is an Important first step, but students also need better Information about the role of cross
cutting capacities In career opportunity and success, better counseling about what really matters in
college, and more personalized support to ensure academic achievement and a focused motivation to
learn. They need to understand the career consequences they will confront if they leave college with
the right number of course credits but without those cross-cutting capacities-the essential learning
outcomes-that they will need for success in their jobs and for continuous learning across the
lifespan.

For instance, college outreach and preparation programs supported by the Department of Education
could provide to students much more information about the essential outcomes of college and what the,
changing economy will demand of them. Our 1200 college and university members have developed the
attached set of essential learning outcomes and employers, college and K-12 educators, policy makers,
and civic leaders all agree that these forms of learning best prepare students for success in today's
world. Hundreds of colleges and several large state systems are now using these outcomes as a
framework to guide curricular planning, assessment policies, and new alignments between 1<-12 and
college curricula.

Students-all sludents- - need to know what these outcomes are and why they matter. We can
strengthen college preparatory programs supported by the Department by building the capacity of
those programs as well to engage students with these outcomes and with the real meaning of academic
success In todav's world .

What Students Are Required to Do: linking Performance, Readiness, Persistence, and Completion
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Many of the Department's programs are.designed to encourage students to take a "rigorous high school
curriculum." Data from the Department itself clearly show that only a fraction of today's high school
students are, in fact, taking a rigorous currlculurn-e-defined by an ample set of prescribed academic
courses. One 2001 analysis by Horn and Kojaku found, for instance, that only 19 percent of high school
graduates had taken this kind of curriculum. These researchers also found, however, that those who did
take the most rigorous high school courses were the most likely to persist and graduate from college,
even controlling for income and racial/ethnic background. High schools all across the country are, of
course, trying to increase the rigor of their course offerings, but the very definition of "rigor" must also
be expanded beyond just a list of course titles. Educational research is making clearer every day that it
Is not Just the specific level of course material or what the standards say that determine success. It is
the actual work students are required to do in those rigorous courses that makes the difference. The K
12 and higher education community-supported by the federal Department of Education and state-

. level entities-should develop a concerted and coordinated effort to reach agreement not only on
common standards, but on the kinds of work assignments, tasks, and projects all students should be
required to do in core courses in order to be ready for successeither in work or college.

Funding sources must also recognize the barriers to learning and the incremental successes that define
any individual student's journey. low-income and minority students, for instance, face challenges that
traditional college-bound students do not face. The more we can do to recognize those challenges and
tailor funded programs to help students overcome them, the better our success rates will be. This fact is
particularly relevant to how we define success, including our definitions of "persistence" and
"complet ion." Success must be measured by taking into account levels of college preparation, retention
rates, key course completion rates, successwith ESL training, occupational and workforce success, and
other markers. Recent research shows both that certain educational practices provide what George
Kuh of Indiana University describes as a "compensatory benefit" for students in groups that have
historically experienced less success in college. But we need new focused studies to show how and
under what conditions these practices help underserved students successfully achieve the essential
learning outcomes that employers seek, prize, and reward .

Graduation isn't the only measure of success. What graduating students can actually do and how they
deploy their abilities In the service of their own success and contributing back to our communities will
be the real measure of Institutional achievement.

Aligning Standards, Core Curricula, and Performance Tasks

The challenge before us is daunting. No country of our size has yet even attempted to educate such a
large proportion of its population to these higher levels of achievement. But, a first step must be
greater collaboration across the levels of learning, a focusing of resources on those institutions and
programs best positioned to make progress with students traditionally not well-served by higher
education, and clarity in expectations and policies. Leadersat the campus, system, state, and federal
levels needs to ensure more accuracy, clarity, and consistency in standards, in curricular requirements,
and in the learning outcomes students should achieve in order to graduate.

Many institutions-of all kinds-are already developing productive college-high school partnerships.
And these partnerships are an essential component to increasing graduation rates and achievement
levels by helping students see a purposeful educational pathway and take a first step into the collegiate
learning environment. But if public high school students matriculating to college-especially our open
admissions inst itutions-continue to have the same levels of college preparation we currently have, we
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will be fighting an endless uphill battle, especially as higher education institutions face decreasing
budgets all across the country.

Support from the federal government-including funding, but also help in convening and coordinating
key players, publicizing successful efforts already underway, and mobilizing popular support-will be
absolutely crucial as we work to change outdated educationalcurricula and counterproductive
educational practices. Colleges, community colleges and universities-in concert with employers-are
already shaping a new definition of "success" that places students' capabilities directly at the center.
Federal policy should both support and publicize this important leadership effort from the higher
education community. Turning "persistence and completion" into "persistence, completion and
demonstrated capability" would be an important first step for federal policy and a signal of renewed
commitment to American democracy.



Percentage ofEmployers Who Want
Colleges to "Place More Emphasis" on

Essential Learning Outcomes

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
-¥ Knowledge of Human Cultures and the Physical and Natural World

• Science and technology

• Global issues

• The role of tho United States in the world

• Cultural values and traditions (U.S./globall

~ Intellectual and Practical Skills
• Teamwork skills in diverse groups

• Critical thinking and analytic reasoning

• Written and oral communication

• Information literacy

• Creativity and innovation

• Complex problem solving

• Quantitative roasoning

~ Personal and Social Responsibility
• Intercultural competence (teamwork In diverse groups)

• Intercultural knowledge (global issues)

• Ethics and values

• Cultural values/tradltions-U.S./global

Jj( Integrative and Applied Learning
• Applied knowledge in real-world settings

82%

72%~

60%

53%*

76%*

73%

73%

70%

70%

64%

60%

76%*

72%~

56%

53%*

73%

Note : These findings are ta ken from a survey of employers commissioned by the Association of America" Colleges and Unlversllies and
conducted by Poter D. Hart Ascoclates in November and December 2006. For a full report on the survov and its complete findings, sec
WWW.8L1Cu.org!Joap.

·ThfCC sta rred items arc shown in two learnino outcome cateoaries because they apply to both .



The Essential Learning Outcomes
*' *- *- * *' * * '* *

Boglnning In school, and continuing at success ively higher levels across their college studies,

students should prepare for twenty-first-century challenges by gainIng:

~ Knowledge of Human Cultures and the Physical and Natural World
• Through study in the sciences and mathematlcs, social sciences, humanities, h istories,

languages, and the arts

Focused by engagement with b ig questions, both contemporary and enduring

i' Intellectual and Practical Skills, including
• Inquiry and analysis
• Critical and creative thinking

Written and oral communication
• Ouant itative literacy

Information literacy
Teamwork and problem solving

Practiced extensively, across the curriculum, in the context ofprogressively more challenging
problems, projects, and standards for performance

-t<- Personal and Social Responsibility, including
• Civic knowledge and engagement-local and global

lnterculturnl knowledge and competence
• Ethical reasoning and action

Foundations and skills for lifelong learning

Anchored through active involvement with diverse communities and real-world challenges

-¥ Integrative learning, including
• Synthesis and advanced accomplishment across general and specialized studies

Demonstrated through the application of knowledge, skills, and responsibilities to new seNings
and complex problems

Note: Th is listing was developed throug h a mult iyear dialooue with hundreds 01coll eges and universities abo ut ne e ded goals lor s tuden t
learning: analysis of a long series of recommendations and report s from the business community; and analysis of the accreditation re
qulr ern enr s for engineering, bus iness, nurs ing , and te ach er educat ion . Tho findings are documented in prev ious publications of the Asso
ciation of American Colleges arul Unlvershies: Gre ater Expectarions: A New Vision (Of Lea rning as o Na tion Goes 10 College 12002), Toking
Responsibi/iry lor the Oualify of rhe Baccal"ureete Deqr ee (2004). and Liberal Educat ion Out com es: A Preli minary neoon on Achicvcmenl
in College 120051 .



2009 Survey of Chief Academic Officers at AAC&U
Member Institutions

• 78% of institutions have a common set of intended learning outcomes for all
their undergraduate students

Goals for All Students' College Learning

Among respondents from campuses WITH campus-wide goals, percent saying
their institution's common set of learning goals/outcomes addresses each area of
knowledge/intellectual skills &ability

Areas of Knowledge Intellectual Skills/Ability

'piv.er~lty./n !J,Si ,

91%

88%

79%

76%

75%

66%

~~65%

~63%

92%

91%

90%

87%

87%

73%

61%

49%

42%

Science

Social sciences

Humanities

Globallworld cultures

Mathematics

Lang~~ges <' .....
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